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W ORLDSID DESIGN BASELINE
FINAL VERSION
SEPTEMBER 20-21, 1999

INTRODUCTION
At the 9th WorldSID Task Group meeting in Frankfurt, Germany, final modifications were made to this design baseline. The WorldSID Design
Team will use this document to prepare an extensive design brief, detailing all aspects of the WorldSID-α, the first prototype WorldSID.
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WorldSID GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS – FULL DUMMY

APPLICATION
evaluation of side impact
occupant protection

Impact Specs
Velocity Range
0 - 65 km/h

Regulation

Test Procedures

- IHRA test procedure;
based on existing

- MDB test
- pole test
- supplemental tests:
- components
- arm-airbag int.
(50th male)

Research
- restraint syst. dvpt.
- interior design
- accident reconstr.

Injury Risk Criteria
BASIC DESIGN
FEATURES

- existing criteria
- ISO/TC22/SC12/WG6
- IHRA

WorldSID-α prototype

Instrumentation
- supporting injury risk and r&d criteria
- structural replacements available
- accepting different accelerometers
- use SAE sign convention (J211)
- tilt sensors for positioning (head-thorax-pelvis)

Anthropometry

Interactions
Bags
head, thorax, pelvis, combo,
seat-, door-, roof-rail-, pillarmounted
Belts
inflatable, passive and
active, 3pt, ...

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS

General

WorldSID-α prototype

- stable initial position in pre-impact motion
- good anatomical landmarks will improve useability
- dummy should not ex hibit hard contacts
- dummy is to represent both front and rear occupants

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790 (+ IHRA +...)
- rating: good to excellent: B ≥ 6.5

Sensitivity

Padding
arm rest, door trim,
deploying trim, seat, pillar...
Body Structure
glass, dummy to vehicle
interior or oncoming vehicle
Miscellaneuous
knee A/B, head restraint,
occupant interaction, pole

Durability
- minimum of 10% above injury risk
criteria
- no skin tearing
- re-useable parts
- response nominally equal for min.
10 tests not exc. inj. criteria

- mid-male based on latest info (IHRA)
- symmetric external geometry
- in-vehicle posture
- pressure distrib. contact surface - pelvis
- humanlike mass distribution

Reproducibility

Functionality

Repeatability

CVmax = ± 10% on injury
assessment and calibration channels
only

- capable of left and right impacts
- sitting in position w/o support
- adjustable seating posture (spine)
- in-dummy DAS optional
- sensor id w and w/o DAS

CVmax = ± 7% (whole dummy
system) on injury assessment and
clibration channels only

Miscellaneous

Handling

- metric design
- environmentally friendly
- grounded dummy
- no frangible elements
- no hidden load paths
- no metal-metal contacts
- easy to simulate

- optimize cable routing
- maintain adjustments
- easy dis -/assembly
- easy positioning
- storage

Surface
clothing, integrated shoes,
continuous surfaces,
targetable skin
Temparature
16-26 degrees Celcius
operating temperature
(16-20 oC soaking)
Angular Impact
non-binding design +/- 30
degrees in horizontal
plane and +/- 10 degrees
in vertical plane

Certification
- easy procedures
- existing fixtures
- quality check
- min. 10 tests (not
exceeding durability
req’s)
- preferred body region
evaluations
- tuneable parts preferred
with easy check and
stable operating state
- well written user’s
manual
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – HEAD
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
Impact Velocity
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General
- do not use lubricants between skin and skull in any performance evaluation,
c.q. any test condition

head ∆V up to 20 m/s
contact w airbag possible

Impact Direction
- predominantly lateral +/- 45 degrees
- front and rear contacts can occur

Interactions
airbag (various mounting positions); head rest; stiff
structures (A-/B-/C-pillar, roof rail); padded structures;
window, external objects (e.g. striking vehicle, pole); other
occupants

DESIGN FEATURES
HEAD
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- linear head c.g. accelerations (x, y, z and resultant)
- rotational head c.g. accelerations (x, y, z and resultant)
- upper neck load cell may be integrated into the head
- CFC 1000 compliant
- tilt sensors (x and y angles) for positioning

Anthropometry
- symmetric (L/R) external geometry
- head should be able to level prior to crash test
- featureless face

Functionality
- symmetric (L/R) response
- capable of left and right impacts with no (dis-)assembly
- sitting upright w/o support

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- other req’s? (IHRA...)
- Bi ≥ 6.5
- skin friction to be specified
- front requirements (H-III)
- rear data from IHRA?

Surface
- continuous surfaces (e.g.
no seem at side)
- targetable skin

Sensitivity

Temparature
16-26 oC

Durability

Angular Impact
+/- 45 degrees from front
around z-axis

- components should withstand minimum
10 tests not exceeding 150% of the injury
criteria
- head should withstand 300g in standard
calibration test
- should withstand 1500g for X ms

Reproducibility

CVmax = ± 10% on injury assessment
CVmax = ± 10% on calibration channels

Repeatability

CVmax = ± 7% on injury assessment
CVmax = ± 7% during calibration

Miscellaneous

Handling

- BioSID-type head might work but the head cap split might
be a problem
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided

- access to instrumentation should be
easy, including wiring

Certification
- based on existing
procedures (head only) but
multiple impacts may be
required
- do not use lubricant
between skin and skull
- unimodal response
- oscillations in certification
tests after peak acc. ≤ 15%
of peak
- front and rear req’s
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – NECK
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
Impact Velocity
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General
- neck has to assure stable head position prior to impact in all directions
- neack has to allow head to be level in vehicle posture

- limited direct impact expected
- contact with airbag possible (see interactions)

Impact Direction
- lateral bending from impacts at +/- 45 degrees

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- Bi ≥ 6.5
- flexion/ext. Bi ≥ 6.5 wanted (ref: SAE)

Interactions
primarily airbag (various mounting positions); possibly
shoulder belt; occasionally with other objects

Surface
- continuous surfaces
- skin friction realistic for
airbag contact

Sensitivity
Temparature
16-26 oC

DESIGN FEATURES
NECK

Durability

Angular Impact
+/- 45 degrees

- the components should withstand a
minimum of 10 tests not exceeding 150%
of injury criteria”

Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- upper neck (OC) loads (forces and moments)
- lower neck (C7 -T1) loads (forces and moments)

Anthropometry
- external geometry based on anthropometric data

Reproducibility

CVmax = ±10% on injury assessment and
calibration channels
CVmax = ±10% during calibration

Functionality
- symmetrical (L/R) response
- capable of left and right impacts with no (dis-)assembly
- tuneable design favourable (for calibration)
- no cavities that could entrap airbag

Repeatability

CVmax = ±7% on injury assessment and
calibration channels
CVmax = ±7% during calibration

Miscellaneous
- continuous outer surface preferred
- use of existing load cells preferred (but metric)
- isolate neck cable if in design
- BioSID or EUROSID-1 design may be used as starting
point
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided

Handling

Certification
- based on existing
procedures
- include torsion req.
- total head-neck system
test preferred
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – ARMS
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
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General

Impact Velocity
airbag contact velocity 20 m/s to 50 m/s

Impact Direction

Biofidelity

- lateral +/- 30 degrees (note the standard seated posture,
according to SAE J211)

- skin friction to be specified
- humanlike articulation
Surface
- continuous surfaces
- targetable skin

Interactions
airbag (various mounting positions); stiff structures (door,
B-/C-pillar); padded structures (door, B-/C-pillar); external
objects; other occupants; other body parts

Sensitivity
Temparature
16-26 oC

DESIGN FEATURES
ARMS
Durability
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- upper arm load cell: Fx,y,z; Mx,y,z
- lower arm load cell: Fx,y,z; Mx,y,z
- wrist, elbow, lower and upper arm linear accelerations
(ax,y,z)
- elbow rotation
- elbow moments
- half arm instrumented with accelerometers only

- the components should withstand a
minimum of 10 tests not exceeding “150
% of injury criteria”

Reproducibility

CVmax = ±10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = ±10% in certification

Anthropometry
- full arm (including hand) required at struck side
- humanlike mass distribution
- half arm option (at weight of upper arm only)

Functionality
- symmetrical (L/R) response
- both arms required
- stable pre-impact position settings
- gripping hand
- option to instrument both arms

Miscellaneous
- upscale of the SAE 5th percentile female instrumented
arm might work
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees

Repeatability

CVmax = ± 7% for injury assessment and
calibration channels
CVmax = ± 7% in certification

Handling
- pre-impact “1-g” settings for shoulder,
elbow and wrist but preferably no friction
adjustments

Certification
- new calibration specs to
be developed including
flesh stiffness
- inspection part of
certification
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – SHOULDERS
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
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General

Impact Velocity
- airbag contact velocity 20 m/s to 50 m/s
- door contact up to 20 m/s

Impact Direction
- lateral +/- 30 degrees

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- Bi ≥ 6.5

Interactions
airbag (various mounting positions); stiff structures (door,
B-/C-pillar); padded structures (door, B-/C-pillar); external
objects; other occupants

Sensitivity
- no “lock-up” causing discontinuous
loading of airbag systems on the thorax

DESIGN FEATURES
SHOULDERS
Durability
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- struck side accelerations: a x,y,z
- velocity can be derived from other instrumentation
- shoulder load cell: Fx,y,z
- shoulder displacement: Dy

Anthropometry

- components should withstand a
minimum of 10 tests not exceeding
150% of the “injury criteria”
- no permanent deformation should occur

Reproducibility

- proper Ranges of Motion: for -aft rotation, upward motion,
inward motion
- protraction 25 deg; retraction 20 deg; elevation 40 deg;
depression 10 deg

CVmax = +/−10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/−10% during caalibration

Functionality

Repeatability

- load transmission from airbags should be correct
- proper behaviour in +/- 30 degrees impacts
- tuneable design preferred (for calibration)
- correct load path shoulder-thorax
- no sudden stops
- minimum displacement of 75 mm

CVmax = +/− 7% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/− 7% during calibration

Handling
Miscellaneous
- no frangible elements; all re -useable elements
- no existing design seems appropriate
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided

Surface
- continuous surfaces

- easy access to replaceable parts
- easy access to instrumentation

Temparature
16-26 oC

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees for general
response but +/- 45 degrees
not binding

Certification
- can be based on existing
procedures but may
require change of
measurements
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – THORAX
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
Impact Velocity
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General
- important for the thorax design is its sensitivity to distinguish distributed
loads from concentrated (local) loads

- airbag contact velocity 20 m/s to 50 m/s
- intruding structure(s) velocity up to 20 m/s

Impact Direction
- lateral +/- 30 degrees

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- additonal req’s? (IHRA...)
- Bi ≥ 6.5

Interactions
airbags, stiff and padded structures (door, pillars), belt
systems, seat back

Sensitivity
- rib deformation velocity up to 20 m/s
- measurement of thorax deformation
should be possible at individual ribs (
minimum number of thoracic ribs = 3)

DESIGN FEATURES
THORAX

Durability
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- rib displacements/deflections (Dy)
- rib deflection rate can be derived from other instrument.
- T1 accelerations (aT1-x,y,z)
- rib accelerations (struck side) (ax,y,z)
- thoracic rotational accelerations x and z (αx,z)
- instrumentation should be capable of handling impacts up
to 15-20 m/s
- T4 acceletations (aT4-x,y,z)

Anthropometry
- improved humanlike geometry w.r.t. existing dummies
- proper mass distribution

Functionality
- multiple rib design (minimum 3)
- minimum rib deflection range: 75 mm (might be design
dependent)

- for at least 75 mm rib deflection no
permanent deformation should occur

Reproducibility

CVmax = +/−10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/−10% in certification

Repeatability

CVmax = +/− 7% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/− 7% in certification

Handling
Miscellaneous
- centre located spine
- correct pressure distribution of back (seat interaction)

Surface
- continuous surface

- tilt sensor improves handling
- easy change left-right required

Temparature
16-26oC

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees for general
response but +/- 45 degrees
not binding

Certification
- rib (module) certification
- full thorax certification (full
assembly)
- use of existing test set-ups
preferred
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – ABDOMEN
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
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General
-

Impact Velocity
- airbage contact velocity 20 m/s to 50 m/s
- intruding structure(s) velocity up to 20 m/s

Impact Direction
- lateral +/- 30 degrees

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- additonal req’s? (IHRA...)
- Bi ≥ 6.5

Interactions
airbags, stiff and padded structures (door, pillars), belt
systems

Sensitivity
- deformation velocity up to 20 m/s

DESIGN FEATURES
ABDOMEN
Durability
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- upper and lower abdomen deflections (Dy)
- abdomen deflection rate can be derived from other instr.
- T12 accelerations (aT1-x,y,z)
- abdomen accelerations (struck side) (a x,y,z)
- upper and lower abdomen forces ( Fupp-y, Flow-y) can be
derived from other instrumentation
- thorax-lumbar spine loads (Fx,y,z, Mx,y,z)
- instrumentation should be capable of handling impacts up
to 15-20 m/s

- for at least 75 mm rabdomen deflection
no permanent deformation should occur

Reproducibility

CVmax = +/−10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/−10% in certification

Anthropometry
- improved humanlike geometry w.r.t. existing dummies
- proper mass distribution

Functionality

Repeatability

CVmax = +/− 7% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/− 7% in certification

- distinction between upeer and lower abdomen

Handling
Miscellaneous
- centre located spine
- correct pressure distribution of back (seat interaction)

Surface
- continuous surface

- easily accessible (without disassembly
of pelvis or thorax)

Temparature
16-26oC

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees for general
response but +/- 45 degrees
not binding

Certification
- full abdomen certification
(full assembly)
- use of existing test set-ups
preferred
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – PELVIS
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
Impact Velocity
- airbage contact velocity 20 m/s to 50 m/s
- intruding structure(s) velocity up to 20 m/s

Impact Direction
- lateral +/- 30 degrees

Interactions
airbags, stiff and padded structures (door, pillars), belt
systems
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General
specific attention should be paid to simulating the load transfers that occur
within the pelvis, both lateral (from struck side through pubic/sacrum area to
non-struck side, including the leg), as well as vertical (coupling with upper
body through lumbar spine).

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- additonal data from INRETS to be used
as design guideline (F-δ)
- Bi ≥ 6.5

Sensitivity
-

DESIGN FEATURES
PELVIS
Durability
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- pubic symphysis load (Fy)
- lateral pelvis deflection (Dy)
- pelvis accelerations (at pelvis c. of g.) (ax,y,z)
- acetabulum load cell L & R (struck/non-struck) (Fy)
- iliac load cell L & R (struck/non-struck) (Fy)

Anthropometry
- humanlike mass distribution
- humanlike ranges of motion in hip joints
- anatomical femur-hip joints preferred

Functionality
- no hidden load paths
- symmetrical instrumentation
- adjustable hip joint stiffness

Temparature
16-26 oC

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees

- components should withstand a
minimum of 10 tests not exceeding “150
% of injury criteria”

Reproducibility

CVmax = +/−10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/−10% in certification

Repeatability

CVmax = +/− 7% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/− 7% in certification

Miscellaneous
- no frangible elements/inserts
- pelvis plug (if required) should have better durability
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided
- proper pressure mapping (seat interaction)
- sitting & standing pelvis design for OOP testing preferred

Surface
- continuous surface

Handling
- easy access to instrumentation
- tilt sensor will enhance handling
- easy dis -assembly upper and lower
torso

Certification
- preferably based on
existing test fixtures and
procedures
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS - LUMBAR SPINE
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
Impact Velocity
- no direct contact expected

Impact Direction
- lateral +/- 30 degrees

Interactions
seat back
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General
specific attention should be paid to proper dynamic characteristics of the
lumbar spine to control overall dummy kinematics (e.g. provide a stable
initial position) and load transfer between upper and lower part of the body

Biofidelity
- ISO TR 9790
- additonal req’s? (IHRA...)
- requirements needed for torsion, shear,
elongation and lateral bending
- Bi ≥ 6.5

Sensitivity

DESIGN FEATURES
LUMBAR SPINE
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- lower lumbar spine loads (Fx,y,z, Mx,y,z)
- (see abdomen for upper lumbar spine loads)

Anthropometry

Functionality
- upper body support
- control of upper body motion
- tuneable design preferred (for calibration)

Miscellaneous
- no metal-to-metal contact (noise problem)
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided

Surface
-

-

Temparature
16-26 oC

Durability

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees

- the components should withstand a
minimum of 10 tests not exceeding “150
% of injury criteria”

Reproducibility

CVmax = +/−10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/−10% in certification

Repeatability

CVmax = +/− 7% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/− 7% in certification

Handling
-

Certification
- preferably based on
existing test fixtures
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – LOWER EXTREMITIES
TEST/LOADING
CONDITIONS

PERFORMANCE
TARGETS
Impact Velocity
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General
full legs are required to properly simulate in-vehicle interactions (seat, door,
pedals, floor, etc.) and to have appropriate inertial characteristics

- airbage contact velocity 20 m/s to 50 m/s
- intruding structure(s) velocity up to 20 m/s

Impact Direction
- lateral +/- 30 degrees

Biofidelity
- additonal req’s?
- Bi ≥ 6.5

Interactions
airbag, intruding (rigid or padded) structures, floor, pedals,
seat, knee-to-front seats, leg-to-leg contact

Sensitivity
-

DESIGN FEATURES
LOWER EXTREMITIES
Durability
Measurement Capabilities/Instrumentation
- upper femur loads (Fx,y,z, Mx,y,z)
- lower femur loads (Fx,y,z, Mx,y,z)
- upper tibia loads (Fy,z, Mx,y)
- lower tibia loads (Fx,y, Mx,y)
- ankle loads (Fy, Mx,z) (maybe redundant) can also be
derived from other instrumentation
- knee clevis loads (Fy,z)
- ankle rotations (x, y, z)

Anthropometry
- proper inertial characteristics
- humanlike RoM for inversion/eversion

Functionality
- no noise generating elements (e.g. knee)

Miscellaneous
- possibly adopt existing designs (Hybrid-III, ALEX)
- structural replacements for instrumentation should be
provided
- identical left and right leg and or foot preferred

Surface
- continuous surfaces

Temparature
16-20 oC

Angular Impact
+/- 30 degrees

- the components should withstand a
minimum of 10 tests not exceeding “150
% of injury criteria”

Reproducibility

CVmax = +/−10% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/−10% in certification

Repeatability

CVmax = +/− 7% for injury assessment
and calibration channels
CVmax = +/− 7% in certification

Handling
- easy assembly/disassembly from pelvis

Certification
- specs to be developed for
skin and flesh
characteristics
- inspection part of
calibration
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WorldSID SPECIFICATIONS – ADDITIONAL ITEMS
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ADDITIONAL ITEMS
•

•

•
•

Anthropometry: Where possible and practical, establishing the anthropometry specifications will follow the recommendations by the IHRABiomechanics Working Group. As of this date, uncertainty still exists over the anthropometry database(s) to use to specify the mid-size male
subject. IHRA, in its meeting in May, 1999, has preliminary recommended to use the “UMTRI database” as this is the most comprehensive
database available for subjects in an automotive posture. Whereas the UMTRI database is based on North-American subjects, the stature,
sitting height and weight of the mid-size male “world-subject” should be taken from other studies. IHRA proposed to derive this from a
study by Jürgens et al. Anthropometry specifications will include both geometry (internal and external) as well as inertia (mass and mass
distribition/moments of inertia).
Clothing: Clothing will have to be specified as a dummy part and design and performance specifications need to be developed to ensure
appropriate interaction with the seat (primarily). Whereas skin characteristics have been mentioned (but not quantified yet) for various body
parts, this seems insufficient to ensure appropriate dummy-to-seat interacion. An alternative approach could be to specify (quantify)
dummy-to-seat interaction and design a tight fitting jacket for the dummy, i.e. make the skin characterization redundant for some body
parts. The design brief will further detail the design requirements for clothing.
In-Dummy Data Acquisition System: The Task Group as well as the design team agree that the inclusion of an in-dummy data acquisition
system (DAS) will be pursued. This will have a great effect on the design of the WorldSID-α.
Reference to SAE J826 H-Point Manikin: Existing side impact dummies do not have their H-point in the same location as the SAE J826 Hpoint manikin. The origin of these differences is unclear and the H-point position needs to be clarified based on the anthropometry data.

